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ABSTRACT 
This study investigated the use of self-made video to improve the students‟ ability in 
English pronunciation. The aims of the study was to know how the students improve 
their pronunciation by three times taking self-made video and their perception about 
self-made video. The students with low score in vocabulary and pronunciation course 
at English Department in Islamic State University of Ar-Raniry were selected as the 
sample. There were given the audio recording of the Native Speaker as a guidance. 
Furthermore, the students asked to take 3 (three) self-made videos in 3 weeks range 
by imitating the Native Speaker‟s audio. This study used qualitative method to 
analyze pronunciation, stressing, intonation and linking sound to get the accuracy in 
imitating the Native Speaker‟s audio. The findings showed that all of the students 
have improved their pronunciation by imitating the native speaker in 3 times self-
made video. Equally important, the students‟ answers in interview greatly supported 
that self-made video was really effective in learning pronunciation. After all, using 
self-made video have motivated and attracted the students in learning English.  
Keyword : Pronunciation, improve, self-made video. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. The Background of study 
Gilbert (as cited in Otlowsky, 2004, p.3) stated that if someone cannot hear 
English well, she or he is cut off from the language, and if someone cannot be 
understood easily, she or he is cut off from the conversation with native speakers. It is 
mean English has become an important language in the development of 
communication. People around the world, as the agents of the development, use 
English as the international language to communicate, share, take, and give 
information and knowledge to others. English as a foreign language for Indonesian 
also realizes that it is the most important language in the world. It is not easy for 
Indonesian students to learn English because the pronunciation of the words in 
English and Indonesian is different. So, Learning English is important as it enables to 
communicate easily with the native speaker and the other people from the other 
country. 
In learning English, there are four language skills that should be learned by 
the students, which are: listening, speaking, reading and writing. All skills in English 
are essential because all these skills relate to each other. This study will focus on one 
part
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of speaking that is “Pronunciation”. Pronunciation is one of the important aspects in 
English, Celce-Murcia (1996) states that pronunciation is one of the necessary 
components of oral communication. As a foreign language, English is considered 
difficult to be pronounced since there are differences between the symbol and it 
sounds. English pronunciation is one of the most difficult skills, learners should 
spend lots of time to improve their pronunciation (Pourhosein Gilakjani et al. 2016). 
Understandable pronunciation is one of the basic requirements of learners‟ 
competence, and it is also one of the most important features of language‟s 
instruction (Pourhosein Gilakjani, 2012). It means lecturers should tell the students 
that their very first English lesson is pronunciation. If the students do not practice 
good pronunciation at the beginning of their learning process, they may have 
difficulty to pronouncing a word in English, Otherwise, this may damage the 
conversation in English. 
In addition, as the foreign language learners, pronunciation in English is a part 
of the problem. According to Fraser et al. (2000), many adult learners believe that 
pronunciation is one of the most difficult aspects in English. They cannot pronounce 
a word correctly. There are many problems faced by the students in studying 
pronunciation. The first, some of the students have great difficulties in listening to the 
pronouncing word by the speaker. Frequently, speakers of different first languages 
have problems with different sounds. The second is learning a foreign language often 
presents us with the problem of physical unfamiliarity (i.e. it is actually physically 
difficult to make the sound using particular parts of the mouth, uvula or nasal cavity). 
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The third is the intonation problem, some of the students find it extremely difficult to 
hear tunes or to identify the different patterns of rising and falling tones (Harmer 
2007, p.250).  The lack of interest to learn pronunciation and to pronounce a word 
correctly be the former reason. Another reason is the student afraid to speak English 
as they do not want others to hear their mistakes while speaking. Talking with the 
native speaker is being so challenging because they do not know how to express the 
ideas. In many cases, the students understand the meaning but find difficulties to 
express the word in spoken English (Woodrow, 2006). 
However, based on the writer‟s experience most of the students get difficulties 
to speak English because there are some problems in teaching and learning 
pronunciation. The first factor come from the learners themselves, such as some of 
the students have low motivation in learning English. The second factor is come from 
outside of the learners, such as the social background of the students, situation, and 
condition of the environment. The third factor is when the students have a lot of 
vocabulary but they have not good understanding how to pronounce it. The fourth 
factor comes from teachers, such as ability teachers in handling the English teaching-
learning process. 
Furthermore, technology is one of a media in teaching learning process. 
Several meta-analyses have shown that technology can enhance learning (e.g., 
Schmid et al., 2014). In teaching learning process most of the students want to speak 
English in a good pronunciation. They cannot practice their English pronunciation 
only from book or dictionary but also they need media like technology. It is easier to 
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improve their skill in pronunciation (Davies & Pearse, 2000). Most of the students 
nowadays have an accessed to the technology, such as mobile phone, internet, and 
computer easily. Even, those devices have been an integral part of their life.  
Therefore, one of the technologies that are very easy to be accessed by students 
is mobile phone. The portability, connectivity, and the complete features of the device 
is the main reason for the students to always engage with it. They can play music, 
playing the game, send and receive the message, and use the camera for taking 
picture or video with just one device, mobile phone. Moreover, the access to get this 
technology is easier since it is available in many places with various types and price 
which can be adjusted based on their need and capability. Then, the educators can 
take the benefit from this phenomenon (Tayabeh and Amin 2012, pp.309-312). In the 
field of educational technology, the writer focus on how self-made video by using 
mobile-phone can improve students‟ pronunciation ability in three times take self-
made video. 
 
B. The Research Questions 
Based on the background of the study, the writer formulates the research question as 
follows: 
1. Will the students be able to improve the pronunciation by taking three 
times self-made video? 
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2. How is the students‟ perception about self-made video as a medium in 
learning English pronunciation? 
C. The Research Aims 
The aims of the study can be stated as follows: 
a. To identify whether by taking three times self-made video is enough to 
improve the students‟ pronunciation. 
b. To figure out students‟ perception toward self-made video as a medium in 
learning English pronunciation. 
 
D. The Significance of Study 
The writer hopes the result of this study will give some contributions to English 
language teaching and learning, as follows: 
1. Theoretically, this study will give the advantage for general knowledge of 
the using self-made video in learning English to improve students‟ 
pronunciation. 
2. Practically, the result of this study is useful: 
a. For students, it will help them in learning English pronunciation 
through self-made video. The students will be able to practice English 
pronunciation by themselves based on the native speaker video. 
Hopefully, it will help the students to solve their problems in learning 
English pronunciation. 
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b. For English teacher, it will be able to use this medium to develop their 
teaching technique. Hopefully, it can give inspiration to the teacher to 
make some variations in teaching English, so the students interest in 
learning process.  
c. For the other writers, hopefully, this study will give some advantages 
to be a guide to conduct further research on pronunciation issues. 
 
E. The Research Terminology 
This subchapter explains about some keywords that need further explanation in order 
to prevent misunderstanding between the writer and the reader. Which are:  
1. EFL (English for Foreign Language) 
EFL is an abbreviation from English as a foreign language (Santoso, 
2010). It refers to the major that focus on English Language which is as 
foreign language. Furthermore, EFL is defined as the study of English by 
non-native speakers living in a non-native environment and possibly taught 
by non-native speakers of English who may not proficient in dealing with 
some cultural values inherent in the target language (Santoso, 2010). It 
relates to Gebhard (cited in Santoso, 2010) which stated that EFL can be 
defined as the study of English by people who live in places in which 
English is not used as a means of first language communication.  
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Pronunciation comes from the word “pronounce”. Pronunciation is 
the way of uttering a word in an accepted manner (Otlowski, 1998). 
Furthermore, Richard and Schmidt (2002) defined pronunciation as the 
method of producing certain sounds. In addition Ann Cook (2000), 
pronunciation is the spoken sounds of vowels, consonant, and combination. 
In this study, pronunciation means students‟ pronunciation in pronouncing 
words or sentences in self-made video based on native speaker accurately 
and fluently, students‟ pronunciation are expected to be exactly like a 
native speaker. 
3.    Self-made Video 
Self-made video in this study means the video that students take by 
own-self based on guidance. Ranasinghe and Leisher (cited in Ghazala 
Kausar, 2016) point out that teaching student by using of the technology as 
a learning tool enhances their learning. 
In this study, the writer will use the technology such as mobile-phone 
as a tool to produce a self-made video. The writer will provide an audio 
recording of an American native speaker accent as the guidance for the 
students to create a self-made video. The title of the audio recording is 
“The North Wind and the Sun”. Furthermore, the students will record their 
own video to imitate the native speaker pronunciation for three times. 
Then, the writer will observe those video until they pronunciations look 
like native  speaker
2.    Pronunciation 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter informs the literature review of the study including theories which 
are related to pronunciation, and self-made video. The first section explains about the 
definition of pronunciation, the problem of pronunciation, the element of 
pronunciation and the component of pronunciation. While the second section of this 
chapter explains about definition of self-made video, the use of self-made video in 
MALL (Mobile Assisted Language Learning), and the advantages of self-made video. 
The last section explains about audio recording. 
 
A. Pronunciation  
1. Definition of Pronunciation 
Gilakjani (2012, p.119) stated that pronunciation is a set of habits of 
producing sounds. The habit of producing a sound is acquired by repeating it 
over and over again by being corrected when it is pronounced wrongly. 
According to Dalton (cited in Hasan, 2014, p.199), the pronunciation is the 
production of significant sounds which is used as a part of a code of particular 
language and to achieve meaning in the context of use. Furthermore, Richard 
and Schmidt (2002) defined pronunciation as the method of producing certain 
sounds. Based on the explanation previously, the writer concludes that 
pronunciation is the people way to utter a word or language.  According to 
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Fraenkel (1984), there are two main steps in learning how to pronounce a 
language: 
1) Receptive/list stage 
In this stage, we learn to differentiate the significant sounds and pattern 
by listening to the language. 
2) Productive/speaking stage 
On this stage, we learn to speak or to produce what we have learned before. 
 
2. The Problem of Pronunciation 
According to Ramelan (2003, p.5-7), there are some problems that 
usually faced by foreign language learners: 
a. The different elements in a sound system between the native and the 
foreign language, which affect the listening of the learners. 
b. The sound which has the same phonetic features in both languages but 
differs in their distribution.  
c. Similar sounds in two languages, which have different variant or 
allophones, both English and Indonesian. 
d. Similar sounds in the two languages which differ only slightly in their 
phonetic features, if they occur in a cluster or sequence of sounds.  
Then, according to Dalton (cited in Rini, 2016, p.3), the main problem 
in learning pronunciation as a foreign language is learner‟s reception. He 
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stated that „If the "English" sound is not clearly received, the brain of the 
learner converts it into the closest sound in their own language.‟ 
 
3. The Elements of Pronunciation 
There are two elements of pronunciation, segmental and suprasegmental 
features. The sound can be significantly affected by speech features, those are: 
1) Segmental feature 
A segmental feature system is the sound that include vowel, consonant, 
and diphthong. The classification is based on the difference in the function 
in utterance and their ways of production (Ramelan, 2004, p.22). 
a. Vowel 
According to Jones (2002, p.12) vowel is when the tongue takes up a 
vowel position, a resonance chamber is formed which modified the quality 
of produce by the voice, and give rise to a distinct quality or timber. He 
defines a vowel (in normal speech) as a voiced sound in forming which the 
air issues in a continuous stream through the pharynx and mouth, there 
being a narrowing such as would cause audible friction.  
According to Jones (as cited in Eryon, 2009) in his book “The 
Pronunciation of English” classifies the vowels into 5 based on the position 
of the tongue:  
(1)  Front vowels, in the production of which the „front‟ of the tongue is 
raised in the direction of the hard palate. For example, /i:/ in /fi:d/ feed.  
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(2)  Back vowels, in the production of which the „back‟ of the tongue is 
raised in the direction of the soft palate. For example, /u:/ in /fu:d/ 
food.  
(3)  Central vowels, when the position of the tongue is in the middle or in 
the intermediate of front and back. For example, /з:/ in /bз:d/ bird. 
 (4)  Close vowels, when the tongue is held as high as possible consistent 
with not producing a frictional noise. For example, /i:/ in /fi:d/ feed 
and /u:/ in /fu:d/ food. 
 (5)  Open vowels, when the tongue is held as low as possible as in /a:/ in 
/fa: ðə / father. 
b.  Consonant  
According to Baker (2005:24) consonants is a sound, voiced and 
voiceless, in which the air stream is obstructed through a narrowing or 
complete closure of the mouth passage in the other words. The sound of a 
consonant depends on whether or not the vocal cords vibrate, where and 
how it is formed.  
O‟Conner (1980, p.24) states that there are two reasons why the 
consonant is important in word. The first, consonant contributes more to 
make English understandable. The second, consonants are generally made 
by a definite interference of the vocal organ with the air stream, so easier to 
describe and understand. According to Kelly (2000:47) consonants can be 
described in terms: 
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(1) The place of articulation  
(a)  Labiodental  
Sound which is articulated by the tip tongue against the upper teeth; 
e.g. /f/. 
(b) Dental  
Sounds articulated by the tip tongue against the upper teeth. e.g : / 
ð/. 
(c) Alveolar  
Namely sounds articulated by the tip or blade of the tongue against 
the teeth-ridge; e.g. normal English /t/. 
(f)  Palatals  
Namely sounds articulated by the back of the tongue against the 
hard palate; e.g / j /.  
(g)  Velars  
Namely sounds articulated by the back of the tongue against the soft 
palate; e.g. /k/. 
(h) Glottal  
Namely sounds articulated in the glottis; e.g / h /.  
(2) Manner of articulation  
(a) Plosive  
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A complete closure is made somewhere in the vocal tract, and the 
soft palate is also raised. Air pressure increases behind the closure, 
and is then released “explosively”, e.g. /p/ and /b/. 
(b) Affricative  
A complete closure is made somewhere in the mouth, and the soft 
palate is raised. Air pressure increases behind the closure, and is 
then released more slowly than in plosives, e.g. /t_/ and /d_/. 
(c) Fricative 
When two vocal organs come close enough together for the 
movement of air between them to be heard, e.g. /f/ and /v/. 
(d) Nasal   
A closure is made by the lips, or by the tongue against the plate, the 
soft plate is lowered, and air escapes through the nose, e.g. /m/ and 
/n/. 
(e)  Lateral  
A partial closure is made by the blade of the tongue against the 
alveolar ridge. Air is able to flow around the sides of the tongue, 
e.g. /l/.  
(f)  Approximant  
Vocal organs come near to each other, but not so close as to cause 
audible friction, e.g. /r/ and /w/. 
(2) Manner of articulation  
(a) Plosive  
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Jones (2002: 22) says diphthong is when the sound is made by gliding 
from one vowel position to another. Diphthongs are represented phonetically 
by sequences of two letters, the first showing the starting point and the 
second indicating the direction of movement. He defines a diphthong as an 
independent vowel-glide not containing within itself either a „peak‟ or 
„trough‟ of prominence. What is meant by vowel glide is that speech-organs 
start in the position of one vowel and move in the direction of another vowel. 
What is mean by „independent‟ is that the glide is expressly made, and is not 
merely unavoidable concomitant of sounds preceding and following. 
Diphthongs are classified into three, namely raising/closing diphthong, 
falling students and centering diphthongs.  
(1) Raising or Closing Diphthongs.  
The position of the tongue when the second vowel is pronounced 
higher than the first one. For example:  
- /ai/, like in time /taim/, fine /fain/  
- /ei/, like in make /meik/, take /teik/  
- / i/, like in boy /boi/  
- /au/, like in now /nau/, how /hau/  
- /əu/, like in no /nəu/, go /gəu/  
(2)  Falling Diphthongs.  
The position of the tongue when utters the second vowel is lower than 
the first one. For example:  
C.  Diphthong  
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- /i ə/, like in fear /fiə(r)/, hear /hiə(r)/  
- /ə/, like in pure /pjə(r)/ 
  
(3)  Centering Diphthongs  
The position of the tongue when utters the second vowel is at the id 
central. For example:  
- /ə/, like in fore /fə(r) /, more /mə(r)/ 
- / εə /, like in there /ðεə / 
 
2) Suprasegmental feature 
Suprasegmental features are like style used in words or sentence. 
Suprasegmental feature refers to such features as stress, intonation, rhythm 
and other features that always accompany in the production of speech 
(Wahyukti, 2008, p.35). There are four kinds of supra segmental feature, that 
is stress, intonation, rhythm, and connected speech. 
a) Stress  
Stress is the degree of loudness with which a syllable is spoken as to 
make it prominent (Wahyukti, 2009, p.28). According to Jones (1987, 
p.245), the force of the breath with which a syllable is pronounced is 
called stress. Stress is the first feature that will be deal with speaker must 
stress certain syllable in a word; otherwise, the word will not be 
understood or sound strange. 
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The stressed syllable (the syllable which carries the main stress) is that 
part of a word or phrase which has the greatest emphasis because the 
speaker increases the volume or changes the pitch of their voice when 
saying that syllable, e.g. „important‟, „complain‟, „medicine‟, etc. in many 
longer words, there is both the main stress and secondary stress, e.g. 
„interpretation‟ where „ter‟ has secondary stress and „ta‟ main stress. In 
addition, different varieties of English can often stress words differently. 
For example, British English speaks usually say „advertisement‟ whereas 
some American English speakers say „advertisement‟. The placing of the 
stress can also affect the meaning of a word (Baker, 1999, p.60). 
b) Intonation  
According to Ramelan (2004, p.32) intonation may also be called the 
melody of speech. The proper use of intonation is very important since it 
makes speech more lively and interesting to the hearer. In speaking, the 
pitch of the voice, i.e. the pith of the musical note produced by the vocal 
chords, is constantly changing. These variations in pitch are called 
intonation (or inflection).  
Fluctuations in pitch either involve a rising pitch or a falling pitch. 
Intonation is found in every language and even in tonal languages, but the 
realization and function are seemingly different. It is used in non-tonal 
languages to add attitudes to words (attitudinal function) and to 
differentiate between wh-questions, yes-no questions, declarative 
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statements, commands, requests, etc. Generally speaking, the following 
intonations are distinguished (Wahyukti, 2009, p.30): 
1. Rising Intonation means the pitch of the voice rises over time [rise] 
2. Falling Intonation means that the pitch falls with time [fall] 
3. Dipping Intonation falls and then rises [fall-rise] 
4. Peaking Intonation rises and then falls [rise-fall] 
c) Rhythm  
According to Mackay (1985), rhythm is timing patterns among 
syllables. However, the timing patterns are not the same in all languages. 
Particularly, two opposite types of rhythm in languages: stress-timed and 
syllable-timed. Stress-timed rhythm is determined by stressed syllables, 
which occurs at regular intervals of time, with an uneven and changing 
number of unstressed syllables between them; syllable-timed rhythm is 
based on the total number of syllables since each syllable takes 
approximately the same amount of time.  
Bolinger (as cited in Mccarthy, 2000, p.92) attempts to simplify the 
timing of inters Stresses and rhythmically with a few basic rules. 
Bolinger‟s stated that is English has two kinds‟ of vowels, full and 
reduced. The reduced vowels are schwa /ə/, /ʇ/, as in „silliness‟, /o/ as in 
„soloist‟, and „syllabic‟ consonant (e.g. „rabble‟). Other vowels are full 
vowels, Full (F) and Reduced (R) correspond to syllable types which can 
be called long (L) and short (S). For example: 
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An unforgettable person 
R   F   R  F   R R  F   R 
S   L   S  L   S  S   L  S 
d) Connected Speech 
Brown and Kondo-Brown (2006) defined the connected speech as an 
“analysis of the continuous chains in normal spoken language and 
conversation as compared with the typical linguistic analysis of individual 
phonemes analyzed in isolation”. English native speakers specifically do 
not choose and pick their words but connect them together in the sound 
stream. This allows them to speak more rapidly and fluently 
Brown and Kondo-Brown (2006) also mentioned that “connected 
speech” formed “a very real part of the spoken language and occurs at 
all levels of speech from the ordinary level to even very formal” (cited 
in Ahmadian & Matour, 2014, p.229). A naturally native speaker's 
speech occurs with mostly rapid and continuous with frequent linking, 
sound changes, or a reduction in word boundaries, which can cause 
difficulty understanding when non-native speakers listen to it. 
Underhill (cited in Mubarak & Rani, 2017) claimed that connected 
speech includes seven categories namely rhythm, assimilation, elision, 
vowel reduction, linking and intrusive sounds, and juncture. But in this 
study, the writer only focuses on one aspects of connected speech 
processes. That is; linking. 
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According to Celce- Murcia (2010) linking is the connecting of the 
final sound of a word or syllable to the initial sound of the next word or 
syllable. It occurs between vowels and vowels (V-V) (e.g. go on), 
consonants and vowels (C-V) (e.g. eat it), and consonants and 
consonants (C-C) (e.g. top people, hot drink) (Brown, 2006, as cited in 
Kodera, 2012). Thus, if there is no pause between two words or more, 
they sound be linked together, so that they sound like one word. 
 
4. The Component of Pronunciation 
  In pronunciation, we have to pay attention to the component of 
pronunciation. According to Djiwandono (2008, p.124), there are four 
components of pronunciation, which are: 
a. Intelligibility is pronounced of the words and its parts are heard clearly or 
not causing misunderstanding. 
b. Fluency is as a whole of words can be pronounced fluently. 
c. Accuracy is word and parts of the sentence are pronounced accurately. 
d. Native-like is pronounced of the whole sentence and its part are 
pronounced like the native speaker. 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that in pronouncing the words, 
phrase, and sentences we have to pay attention to the above indicators. 
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1. Definition of Self-made Video 
Henderson et al. (2010) referred to video production as „„the process by 
which people, either singularly or collaboratively, engage in the activities 
surrounding the recording or video. Such activities might include directing the 
cameras, storyboarding, scripting, rehearsing, prop manufacture, researching, 
performing, editing, and other post-production.‟‟ For language learning, 
Parker (2002) found that the process of making a video, such as planning and 
editing videos, would improve students‟ literacy skills, especially 
understanding of narrative. In addition, with regard to developing thinking 
skills into higher levels, Swain et al. (2003) also showed that students would 
ponder on the subject matter at a deeper level of video production activities. 
Kearney and Schuck (2004) used video production activity to create an 
authentic learning environment and found that both teachers and students 
agreed that video production activity could help develop authentic their 
instructors. 
Based on the explanation above, the self-made video can be said that the 
video that students take by them-self based on a guidance. Self-made video 
can be one of a medium to improve their ability in speaking, especially in 
their English pronunciation. It can be a fun learning in pronunciation and also 
use the technology which is mobile phone to produce their video. 
B. Self-Made Video 
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The type of language learning which integrates mobile technology as the 
media of learning usually called as MALL (Mobile-Assisted Language 
Learning). This is the effect of the rapid growth of technology to the 
pedagogical area, especially in language learning (Tayabeh and Amin, 2012, 
pp.309-3013). It is caused by the continuous interaction of students to 
technology such as mobile phone, internet, and computer, even those devices 
have been an integral part of life for some students. As the result, this situation 
is used by some people to integrate such technology in learning like MALL. 
In the pedagogical area, the mobile device can provide the new extension 
for learning, such as giving more learning opportunity, situated learning, and 
personal learning, although not all of learning content and activities are 
appropriate for the mobile device. Some activities of language learning which 
can be facilitated by the mobile device are SMS-based learning, looking for 
word meaning pronunciation rules, etc. Those activities are able to facilitate 
language learning for the areas of vocabulary, listening, grammar, phonetic, 
and reading comprehension (Tayabeh and Amin, 2012). 
There are some of the activities which can be facilitated by MALL. One 
of the activities is self-made video or video recording. It utilizes camera inside 
mobile phone for educational purpose. Specialized in teaching and learning 
pronunciation. The camera used to create a video by the student (Ann-Karin 
and Bernd, 1997, p.62) 
2. The Use of Self-Made Video in MALL  
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Therefore, Ur (1996, p.123) defines the use of self-made video in MALL 
is closely related to task-based learning. It refers to language learning 
activities which ask students to actually perform language skill or ability. 
Hence, it can be a challenging activity for learners since they are asked to 
directly activate their language. 
Furthermore, there are some of consideration why using self-made video 
in training pronunciation as suggested. For instance, the production of the 
self-made video by using the mobile phone is easy and the certain types of 
mobile phone have been facilitated with video editing. The mobile phone is 
more affordable today for most people. Self-made video can be a form of 
meaningful learning which also break the limitation of learning place and 
time. 
 
3. The Advantages of Using Self-Made Video 
According to Michael (2010), there are some positive relation of the use of self-made 
video to students as a foreign language, which are: 
1. The use of self-made video can involve communicative activity, such as 
solving the problem in pronunciation. 
2. It provides an opportunity to use the target language in the authentic and 
meaningful setting. 
3. It allows the students to express their ideas and opinions 
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4. The process of self-made video will enable the students‟ to activate their 
target language without excessive anxiety, because they will have enough 
rehearsal and doing it outside the class 
5. Also, it provides more time to expose pronunciation, which is limited 
time in the class. 
 
 
C. Audio Recording 
According to Sadiman (2005, p.49), audio recording is a medium to transfer 
messages to be conveyed in the form of symbols, both verbal (into verbal words or 
language) and non-verbal. Furthermore, Sudjana and Rivai (2003, p.129) states that 
audio recording for teaching is material that contains messages in the form of additive 
(vocal cords), which can stimulate students' thoughts, feelings, and attentions. Based 
on the explanation, it can be concluded that audio recording is a tool whose message 
content is only received through the sense of hearing. 
In this study, the title of the audio recording is Aesop's fable "The North Wind 
and the Sun". The fable is famous by its use in phonetic descriptions of languages as 
an illustration of spoken language. In the Handbook of the International Phonetic 
Association and the Journal of the International Phonetic Association, a translation of 
this fable into each language described and transcribed into the International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA). It is recommended by the IPA for conducting tests to foreign users or 
regional users (international phonetic association, 1999, p.44).   
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Furthermore, the material of audio recording is an American accent. George 
Bernard (2007) said that the American accent and the British accent were "two 
nations separated by a common language”. There are some pronunciation differences 
between British English and American English. For example, when the letter “a” is 
before consonants [s], [θ], [f], [m] or [n], it is pronounced as [æ] in American 
English, but it is pronounced as [ɑ:]. In British English, the letter “r” is pronounced 
only when it is before the vowel and not pronounced after a vowel while it is usually 
pronounced as rolled [r]. The combination of letters “wh” is pronounced as [w] in 
British English but [hw] in American English and etc. 
In this case, the writer will provides audio American English in New York 
Accent. New York City English is popularly known as a New York accent. The New 
York accent is one of the most well-known accents of the United States, largely due 
to its popular stereotypes and many are distributed in radio, film, song, and television 
(Labov et al., 2006, p.233).  
This audio recording is also recommended from the writer‟s supervisor II. She 
is one of the lecturers who teach vocabulary and pronunciation course in Ar-raniry 
State of Islamic University. Her name is Miss Alfiatunnur, M.Ed.  In this study, the 
audio recording is the native speaker of American accent with New York accent, as 
the guidance to students. The students record their own video to imitate the native 
speaker pronunciation for three times.  
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Recent study have research on “The Use of NSVC and Their Effects on SRL, 
Learning Strategies, and Oral Production” by Abdurrahman (2015). The sample of 
this study was a student with medium achievement in English was selected and given 
the treatment that comprised 12 weeks of recorded practice interspersed with 6 
fortnightly oral presentations. The findings showed that a student adjusted the levels 
of use of almost all of HSRL factors following the feedbacks after each oral 
presentation except elaboration and organization factors, and those oral production 
skills were improved gradually.  
In conducting this study, the writer was inspired from their previous research 
above, but in different way, the writer measure students‟ pronunciation ability. The 
writer wants to know whether by taking three times video is enough to improve the 
students‟ pronunciation and what is students‟ perception toward self-made video as a 
good medium in learning English pronunciation. Furthermore, the writer will conduct 
the study about improving EFL students‟ pronunciation through self-made video. 
Based on previous study, the recordings were analyzed for fluency, pronunciation, 
stressing, intonation and understanding. However, this study only focused on 
pronunciation, intonation, word stressing and linking sound. 
 
 
 
D. Previous Study 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
This chapter deals with the methodology of the study. It provides further 
details of the methodology that includes research design, population and sample, data 
collection procedures, data analysis procedures, and the brief description of research 
location.  
A. Research Design 
Research method deals with how the research questions proposed in the first 
chapter and to be processed with a particular method. According to Cohen, Manion & 
Morrison (2007, p.446), a method is an approach usually used in educational research 
to gather data, as a basis for conclusion and interpretation; and explanation and 
prediction. It means that a method is a way used in discussions and to examine the 
problem. 
In this study, the writer uses qualitative method. A qualitative method is 
emphasize elaborateness description of social or instructional settings (Slavin, 2007). 
The writer uses qualitative method to analyze the data in which to answer the 
research question. Based on the explanation above, the writer applies data collection 
and data analysis to measure students‟ ability in pronunciation. Then, the writer uses 
interview in the last meeting to know about students‟ perception toward learning 
English using self-made video to improve pronunciation ability.  
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B. Population and sample 
Creswell (2008) states the number of groups that have the same personalities 
and characteristics are called population. In other words, a population is the number 
of groups in which the writer would like to find out the results of the study to be 
reported. The population of this study is the third-semester student of English 
Department.  
A sample is a subgroup of the target population that the researcher plan to 
study for generalizing the findings to the target population (Creswell, 2008). There 
are seven classes in the third semester of English Department. The sample of the 
study is seven students in the third semester of English Department.  The selection of 
the sample based on purposive sampling, which means the sample was selected based 
on characteristics of a population that the writer needs for the research (Mackey & 
Gass, 2005). Prior to determining the sample, the writer will select the participants 
only for the students who got the low score in vocabulary and pronunciation subject. 
 
C. Data Collection Procedures 
To find out the data of this study, the writer applies two techniques, which are: 
collecting data and interview. 
1. Data Collecting 
According to Creswell (2012), there are five steps in process of collecting data. 
The five steps of data collecting are as follows: 
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a. Identifies participants. The participants are the third semester of English 
Department students of UIN Ar-Raniry.  
b. Selecting procedure. The writer selects participants based on the 
characteristic that writer needs to this study (the students who got the 
score C in vocabulary and pronunciation subject). 
c. The writer needs to consider the types of information that will give the 
best research question answer.   
d. Designing the instruments for collecting or recording the information. In 
this study, the writer will give the students an example of audio 
recording of American accent as a guidance. Then the students will take 
the videos to imitate the native speaker for three times. The self-made 
video by the students will be submitted as a data document of the study. 
e. The writer needs to manage the data collection to arise the proper result. 
In addition, the writer will collect three times students‟ self-made video in this study, 
as follows: 
1) First Self-made Video  
In the first self-made video, a week before the students starting to 
make the self-made video, the writer gives an audio recording of native 
speaker for them as a guide. Then, the writer provides an audio recording 
in English American accent. In this section, the writer gives some 
instructions to take only 3 times self-made video and sent those video to 
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the writer. After collecting the first video from students, the writer will 
analyze it by comparing with the native speaker audio. 
 
2) Second Self-made Video  
Before the students take the second self-made video, the writer gives 
the feedback based on the result of the first self-made video, for example: 
“good, but you should give more attention in intonation or stressing the 
word” and so on. Then, the students prepare for the second self-made video 
to be better than the first self-made video. 
3) Third Self-made Video  
After collecting the second self-made video, the writer assesses it and 
give feedback for the students. Then, ask the students to take the last self-
made video in this study and sent to the writer. In the last, three of self-
made videos were asses together and compare with native speaker.  
2. Interview 
According to Fraenkel & wallen (2009), interview is the process in 
answering a set of question that is asked directly. There are three main types of 
interview: structured, semi-structured and unstructured (Slavin, 2007). In this 
study, the writer chooses semi-structured interview to answer research question 
number two. Creswell (2012, p. 46) stated that semi-structured interview as 
“one of the most powerful way in which we try to understand our fellow human 
beings”. Gass and Mackay (2005) proposed that with semi-structured interview 
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the writer makes a list of question as a guide and at the same time can make 
another question during the interview based on an interpretation of participants‟ 
respond. The writer uses the interview in the last meeting to know about the 
students‟ perception toward learning English using self-made video to enhance 
pronunciation ability.  
 
D. Data Analysis Procedures 
The writer uses descriptive analysis to obtain the result of students‟ self-made 
video and students‟ perception toward self-made video as a medium in learning 
English pronunciation. The results will answer research question one and two in this 
study.  
 
E.  The Brief Description of Research Location 
1.  Time of Research  
This research was conducted from November until December at the Department 
of English Education of UIN Ar-Raniry. 
 
2.   Location of Research 
      The research takes place at UIN Ar-Raniry, Banda Aceh. It is the Islamic 
University under the authority of the Department of Religious Affair. UIN Ar-
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Raniry was firstly known as IAIN Ar-Raniry, established on October 5 th1963, 
then, on October, 1st 2013, based on President Decree No.64 year 2013, IAIN 
changed to UIN Ar-Raniry. It is located at Jl.ArRaniry Kopelma Darussalam 
(Lingkar Kampus)- Banda Aceh. The name of Ar-Raniry was taken from 
Syeikh Nuruddin Ar-Raniry who reigned from 1637-1641. It has contributed a 
very valuable in devolving Islamic thought in Southeast Asia, especially in 
Aceh.  
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDING AND DISCUSSION  
This chapter focuses on the result and discussion of the study. There are two 
kinds of data that need to be analyzed, document and interview. The finding of this 
study will answer the research questions. 
A. Finding  
The audio recording used in this study was taken from Useful English 
website, containing many audios recordings from various native speakers‟ accents. 
The writer was chosen American English audio recording in New York‟s accent. In 
analyzing the native speaker‟s recording, the writer asked the lecturer who had a good 
understanding in pronunciation. After reviewing the audio recording, the lecturer 
approved four elements found in the audio recording, which consisted of 113 
pronunciation, 113 intonations, 34 syllables in emphasizing words and 10 words in 
linking sounds. In addition, the writer compared both results, the native speaker and 
the students‟ self-made video. Thus, the table below shows the accuracy of native 
speaker audio as guidance and comparison in analyzing students' self-made video.  
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Table 4.1 The result of The Native Speaker Audio Recording  
NO Name  Criteria   
  Pronunciation Intonation Stressing Linking 
1. Native Speaker 113 words 113 words 34 syllables 10 words 
 
1. The Students’ Self-Made Video I 
Based on the study that was conducted at English Department of Uin Ar-
raniry, the writer found several errors in imitating native speaker through self-made 
video. On November 15th, 2018, exactly at 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., the writer 
collected first Self-made video sent by the participants through WhatsApp application 
(WA). After collecting and identifying the data, the writer identified and classified 
into four types; pronunciation, intonation, stressing words and linking sounds. The 
total of the students‟ accuracy in imitating the native speaker was presented in the 
table form. 
Based on the students‟ first self-made video, the writer were able identified 
several errors in imitating the native-speakers.  AL and AM mispronounced words 
such as 'sun', 'as', and 'should'. While DA, FI, GH, NR, and RA had the same errors 
in the words 'disputing', 'agreed', 'succeeded', 'attempt', 'obliged', 'stronger', and 
'traveler'. 
Another common errors were found in intonation. Almost all of the 
participants made mistake in trying to imitate the native speaker. For instance, AM, 
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FI, and NR made the same mistakes such as in pronouncing this words 'stronger', 
'traveler', clock', 'succeeded', 'agreed', 'consider', 'could', 'blew', 'immediately', 
'obligate', and 'confuse', while RA, DA, AL, and GH only wrong in their intonation in 
such words 'they', 'one', 'other', 'than', 'hard' and 'warmly'. 
Furthermore, some participants had many errors in stressing word. FI, NR, 
AM, DA and AL have errors in words such as 'stronger', 'disputing', 'traveler', 
'considered', 'cloak', 'agreed', 'succeeded', 'north', 'attempt', 'obliged', 'so', and 
'confess''. while, GH and RA only had a few errors in the stressing word, such as the 
words 'cloak', 'traveler', 'clock off', 'stronger', 'could', 'blew' and 'more'. 
In addition, several participants had most errors in linking sounds. AM, NR 
and RA were identified the errors with the words 'came along', 'succeeded in', 
'rapped in', 'hard as', 'and at', 'took off‟', and 'stronger off‟'. While AL, DA, GA, and 
FI had errors in sounds in some words like 'and at', 'stronger off' and 'rapped in'. The 
table below is the result of the students‟ self-made video I. The result shows that the 
accuracy in imitating the native speaker. 
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Table 4.2 The result of The students’ Self-made Video I 
NO Name   Criteria  
  Pronunciation Intonation Stress Linking 
1. AM 84 words 91 words 14 syllable 2 sounds 
2. AL 92 words 85 words 17 syllable 4 sounds 
3. DA 92 words 88 words 21 syllable 6 sounds 
4. FI 97 words 85 words 15 syllable 6 sounds 
5. GH 109 words 92 words 21 syllable 6 sounds 
6. NR 95 words 78 words 11 syllable 3 sounds 
7. RA 104 words 91 words 19 syllable 5 sounds 
 
The table 4.2 showed that a majority of the students had some mistakes in 
pronunciation, intonation and stressing words such as „disputing‟, „succeeded‟, 
„considered‟, „stronger‟, „obliged‟, „attempt‟, „traveler‟, „around‟, „confess‟, 
„immediately‟, „could‟, „blew‟, „more‟, „warmly‟, and „agreed‟. In addition, the 
mistakes were found in spelling the linking sounds such as „Wrapped in‟, „hard as‟, 
„and at‟, „succeeded in‟, and „stronger of‟. Based on the results above, the writer 
might conclude that they were not familiar with new words and sometimes they 
omitted a few words because they did not remember it. Some of them smoothly 
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imitate the native speakers but they did not concern attention to the pronunciation 
aspects. 
 
2. The Students’ Self-Made Video II 
On November 23rd, 2018, at 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., the writer collected the 
second Self-made video from the students. They still had several errors, however, the 
number of errors was declined. They knew their errors from the writer‟s feedback in 
the first self-made video. Some of them had difficulties in pronouncing the words. 
AM, DA, NR and FI made the same mistakes in pronouncing words like 'disputing', 
'agreed', 'rapped in', 'attempt', 'stronger', and „obliged'. While GH and RA had few 
errors in some words such as 'agreed', 'succeeded', 'traveler', 'shone out' and 'fold'. 
In addition, some participants made mistakes intonation when they tried to 
imitate the native speaker. for instance, AM, AL, FI, and NR made the same and lot 
of mistakes such as in words 'stronger', 'traveler', clock', 'succeeded', 'agreed', 
'consider', 'more', 'obligate', and „clock off‟. While RA, DA, and GH only wrong in 
their intonation in such words „traveler, „around‟, and „cloak‟ 
Furthermore, some participants had many errors in stressing words. AL, AM, 
NR, and FI had errors in stressing the words „stronger',' 'traveler', 'considered', 'cloak 
off', 'succeeded', 'obliged', 'could', and 'more'. Otherwise, DA, GH and RA had few 
errors in the stressing the word „cloak', „traveler ', and „shone out‟. 
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In addition, all of the participants had a little mistake in linking sounds. AM, NR 
and AL had the same error in the words „succeeded in‟, „rapped in‟, „hard as‟, and 
„stronger off‟. While AL, DA, GA, and FI had errors in some sounds such as „hard 
as‟ and 'and at'. The table below is the accuracy result from the video recording II of 
the students. 
Table 4.3 The result of The students’ Self-made Video II 
NO Name   Criteria  
  Pronunciation Intonation Stress Linking 
1. AM 90 words 91 words 18 syllable 5 sounds 
2. AL 102 words 96 words 22 syllable 5 sounds 
3. DA 101 words 105 words 30 syllable 7 sounds 
4. FI 99 words 96 words 20 syllable 8 sounds 
5. GH 110 words 106 words 31 syllable 8 sounds 
6. NR 103 words 95 words 22 syllable 5 sounds 
7. RA 111 words 101 words 23 syllable 7 sounds 
 
The table showed that the results in all the aspects mentioned above have 
improved. The common mistake that is happened in pronunciation, intonation and 
stressing words such as „disputing‟, „attempt‟, „immediately‟, „agree‟, „obliged‟, 
„succeeded‟, „considered‟, „cloak‟, and „obliged‟. Also, in linking sound the students 
not to connected the sound like in the word „succeeded in‟, „hard as‟, and „and at‟. In 
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the second self-made video, the students began to get used to saying words, which 
was found in native speaker's audio. They pronounced the words fluently based on 
the audio. They corrected their mistakes according to the feedback that given by the 
writer. 
3. The Students’ Self-Made Video III 
On November 30, 2018, at 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. all the participants collected 
the third Self-made video. After the writer analyzed, in the pronunciation section, GH 
only made one mistake in word „obliged‟. While AL, AM, RA, NR, DA and FI had 
the same mistakes in words „wrapped in‟, „succeeded‟. Secondly, also GH only had 
one mistakes in intonation section „agreed‟. While, AL, AM, RA, NR, DA and FI had 
some mistakes such as „blew‟, „cloak‟, and „cloak off‟. Then in the stressing words 
section, GH did not made mistakes in the stressing words, it means her stressing 
words same like the sounds of the native speaker. Thus, all of the participants made 
less mistakes in the linking sound. There were 10 linking sound in the audio 
recording. AL and FI had the mistakes when they connected the words such as „hard 
as‟, „and at‟, and „succeeded in‟. While, AM, DA, FI, NR, and RA only had the 
mistakes in linking the word „hard as‟ and „and at‟. The table below is the correctly 
score from the video recording III of the students. 
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Table 4.4 The result of The students’ Self-made Videos III 
NO Name   Criteria  
  Pronunciation Intonation Stress Linking 
1. AM 110 words 108 words 30 syllable 8 sounds 
2. AL 106 words 107 words 32 syllable 7 sounds 
3. DA 110 words 106 words 31 syllable 8 sounds 
4. FI 109 words 104 words 27 syllable 7 sounds 
5. GH 112 words 112 words 34 syllable 9 sounds 
6. NR 108 words 108 word 30 syllable 9 sounds 
7. RA 109 words 111 word 31 syllable 8 sounds 
 
The table above showed that there were significant differences in each 
categories. In the last self-made video, all the aspects in imitating the audio had 
improved, all of them had the good result and pronounced the words the same as 
native speaker did, but they had few mistakes in pronouncing and intonation the word 
such as „succeeded‟, „blew‟ and „obliged‟. Besides, they had a mistake in stressing the 
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words „cloak‟ and „blew‟. Then, all of the students had the same difficulty in linking 
the words „succeeded in‟ and „and at‟. Additionally, in the last self-made video, the 
participants already familiar with the words and can imitate the native speaker well. 
 
 
4. The Students’ Perception 
In order to get the real data of the students‟ perception about self-made video as a 
medium in learning English pronunciation. The writer used the interview to know the 
students‟ perceptions about pronunciation and self-made video. The interview was 
done on Monday, December 2th 2018. The writer recorded the interview based on the 
students‟ answer, each of them got the same question that were made by the writer. 
The writer asked more questions by adding several additional questions based on the 
students‟ answers. 
Based on the results of the interviews and the data analysis, the writer presented 
research findings of the interview. There are 2 themes revealed based on the result of 
the interview with the students, which are: 
1. Advantages of self-made video 
There are some advantages of self-made video in learning English 
pronunciation. AL said that the self-made video is a good medium for someone 
to improve speaking ability, and GH stated that she got a lot of good benefit such 
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as knowing how to spell the words in the right way, getting new vocabulary, and 
getting new knowledge about pronunciation. In addition, NR said by using self-
made video in learning pronunciation, it can train the speaking ability and solve 
the obstacles in public speaking. A similar opinion was carried out by RA, who 
said that self-made video is a new tool for her, it a very fun tool for the students 
in developing the creativity among learning, and it can be useful for learning 
pronunciation. Therefore, based on the students‟ answer, the self-made video is a 
good medium that can be used to learn English pronunciation. 
 
2. Disadvantages of self-made video 
In this section, there are some disadvantages of self-made video based on the 
students‟ answer. AL said that everyone has a different way to get comfortable in 
learning, he did not like recording the video, the self-made video can be used if 
the students have motivation to improve their ability, interest and enjoy by using 
the media. AL was more interested in learning face to face and in the classroom. 
Furthermore, RA said that to improve ability in speaking need more time. 
 
B. Discussion 
Based on the data analysis, the writer would like to discuss the research question 
in this study. The first research question is “Will the students be able to improve the 
pronunciation by taking three times self-made video?” To answer this research 
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question, the writer conducted data analysis, involving 3 times self-made video by the 
students. The results of this study presented that most of the students improve their 
pronunciation by using self-made video. In analyzing the data, the writer found that 
the students improved their pronunciation by taking three time self-made video and it 
can be seen in the table 4.2 to 4.4. 
The result of students‟ self-made video showed a significant difference as 
explained in the data analysis. Based on the result above, students have improved in 
the second and third of self-made video. It means that learning pronunciation through 
taking 3 times self-made video is enough in improving students‟ pronunciation ability 
in imitating native speaker. It was proved by the result of the third students‟ self-
made video were higher than the second and the first.  
After completing the task of self-made video for 3 weeks, the students identified 
the benefits of learning from self-made videos. As can be seen from the document 
and interview data, the students are not only willing to use tools to complete learning 
tasks but also hold positive responses to the research process. The self-made video 
has changed students' attitudes towards using the mobile phone, help them realize and 
accept the value of their education in language learning. Therefore, the writer 
suggested that the self-made video can be used to improve their speaking ability. 
In addition, to answer the second research question, which is “How is the 
students‟ perception about self-made video as a medium in learning English 
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pronunciation?”, the writer used the interview to the students in order to get the real 
data about their perceptions toward learning English (pronunciation) through self-
made video. Exactly, the writer found a majority of students have a huge interest in 
self-made video. It was proved by the students‟ answer and it indicated that self-made 
video is a good media in learning pronunciation and they believed that the 
pronunciation is important thing in speaking. Furthermore, the students interested 
about the native speaker‟s audio recording used in this activity, because it is like a 
new media for them to learn pronunciation by imitating the fables of the native 
speaker. In short, the writer considered that the self-made video can be fun learning to 
create the creativity.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUTION AND SUGGESTION 
A.  Conclusion 
The main purpose of this study is to identify whether by taking three times self-
made video is enough to improve the students‟ pronunciation and to figure out the 
students‟ perception toward self-made video as a medium in learning English 
pronunciation. Based on the result and discussion in the previous chapter, the writer 
would like to summarize some conclusions as follow: 
1.  Learning pronunciation through self-made video can be one of an effective 
ways to improve students‟ pronunciation to the third semester of English 
Education and Language Department. It is proved by the result of the Video 
recorded by the students.  
2. The use of self-made video have motivated and attracted the students in 
learning English. The students‟ answers in interview showed that self-made 
video was really effective in learning pronunciation.  It was proved by the 
results of the students in the third recording.  
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B. Suggestion 
In order to complete this study, there are some suggestions that can be considered to 
increase students‟ interest in pronunciation, which are:  
1. The writer suggests to the teachers to use self-made video to improve the 
students‟ interest in learning English, especially in improving pronunciation 
ability.  
2. The students are expected wisely to practice more in speaking ability to 
improve their pronunciation skill. In this case, students should select a good 
media to train themselves in order to manage and construct the ideas.  
3.  The role of teacher in the classroom is the most important thing than anything 
else. Therefore, in order to make students more active in the classroom, 
teacher should give a great support and motivate the students thereby it can 
increase their  ability in pronunciation.   
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APPENDIX VI 
Interview transcript 
Participan 1 : GH 
 I : Assalamualaikum wr.wb 
 R : walaikum salam wr.wb 
 I : so the first question, are you familiar with English pronunciation? 
 R          :  yes, I‟m. I‟m familiar with English pronunciation but the first of all 
that I know the pronunciation is like just enter in this university in this 
college so emmm I got a subject basic vocabulary and pronunciation 
so I get yes I did 
 I : what do you think about pronunciation? 
            R : pronunciation is a good for me because like emm the pronunciation 
the way how to pronounce the word is increase our skill, our ability to 
English, and speak English fluently and we have to know about 
anything about English, like you know when someone or foreign 
people talk emm talk to us anything about English so we can hmm we 
did not like a crazy people or stupid people when hmm when another 
people speak English so we have to know about pronunciation of the 
word especially in the sentences. 
           I  : Alright, so you said that pronunciation is important in English, right? 
So, what happened if someone speak with the other people their use 
wrong pronunciation? 
          R         : I thinks that‟s not problem because as I‟m a student so I mean like 
I‟m still learning English and I‟m still learn about the pronunciation 
aspect of English, writing, speaking, and reading, so that‟s not 
problem because like we have to study more and more so the 
mistakes of someone due as iyaah like commonly mistake I mean that 
oke 
 I : thanks, next, what is the most difficult part in pronunciation? 
 
 
 
  
 
           R  : I think that intonation. Or in speak or how to speak, Stress is hard 
part intonation is like how too emm gimana ya kita ceritakan itu 
misalnya bagian aspeknya itu gimana sih melambat lautkannya gimana 
itu abestu kalo kita ngucapin bagusnya gimana terus kalo kita 
gabungin kata dalam kalimat bagusnya bacanya gimana biar kadang 
orang tu paham gak paham dalam arti atau makna tapi dia paham akan 
mimic kita gitu terkadang kan orang gapaham kalo dalam kalimat doag 
kan, orang akan paham dengan mimic wajah kita dengan 
mengekspresikan apa gitu terkadang pu  dalam satu kalimat itu kadang 
dia mengekspresikan dia marah ketika dia Cuma ngomong dengan 
bilang marah oh itu berarti tidak berarti dia marah jadi ketika ada 
ekspresi dalam suatu kalimat itu membuat orang itu semakin tersntuh 
atau kenaa gitu karna makna meaning dari si wordnya itu. 
           I : What is your perception after you learning pronunciation by using 
self-made video? 
           R  : By using Self-made video it's better or I mean it's extremely good for 
me Because like we increase Or improve our ability in English  and 
pronunciation Dengan pronunciation kita itu bisa dapat seperti sesuatu 
yang gak kita dapat Kayak gitu karena ketika Kakak menyuruh kami 
untuk membuat video itu Kami banyak hal di situ Enggak cuma 
tentang pronunciation Tapi kami tahu juga kayak mana native speaker 
tuh bagusnya Danball native speaker itu kayak mana bagusnya gitu 
Bagaimana cara meninggikan suatu kata Bagaimana cara menurunkan 
suatu kata Merendahkan atau menaikkan 1 kata dalam sebuah kalimat 
Kami itu seperti jujur walaupun kami semester satu enggak pernah 
dapat yang kayak gitu Tapi dengan adanya teks video ini aja walaupun 
dengan 3 kali Insya Allah Bantu tersendiri kayak bakat kami tersendiri 
gitu Karena kan tentang suatu pelajaran itu nggak mesti dapat dari 
seorang guru personality juga bisa untuk mengasah kemampuan diri 
Contohnya seperti teks yang ada di audio recording ini Gitu 
            I ; So is it enough for you to improve your pronunciation just 3 time 
takes self-made video? 
           R  : jujur nggak Karena kan nggak dengan 3 kali karena kan ilmu itu kan 
harus dipelajari secara terus menerus Dan ilmu kan nggak mentok 
dalam tiga video apalagi pronoun Walaupun dalam video itu cuma tiga 
kali kita Teks itu kan kita sendiri dalam video itu tentang 
 
 
 
  
 
pronunciation Kita bisa mengintropeksi diri Oh berarti saya di sini 
masih kurang sini masih kurang Kayak gitu Oh saya kata-kata ini 
nggak bisa kek gitu Saya disini bisa cari video yang lebih bagus 
Mungkin gitu tentang native speaker yang lebih bagus Dalam 
pronunciation kayak gitu. 
I  : After you take a video in 3 times in my study What do you feel in the 
first video second video and third video, do you feel the differences 
between each others? 
           R  : yeah I did on the first video I so neveras Like Ini buat tugas pertama 
itu kan buat kakak gitu kan Jadi Adik pikir ini perfect nggak ya 
Gimana ya Harus baik nggak ya Atau harus gimana ya Tapi adik kaya 
mikir Oh ya udahlah coba aja gitu kan Pertama kali ada itu kan take itu 
sampai berkali-kali kek adek mikir ini kayaknya nggak cocok ini 
kayaknya nggak cocok nih di sini Nggak sesuai native eh ternyata 
kakak bilang Harus tiga kali Oh ya udahlah di mana-mana kan 
percobaan itu kan nggak berakhir perfect gitu kan Habis tu ya udahlah 
terus percobaan kedua Ragu-ragu nih lebih jelek dari yang pertama ya 
Nih kalau nggak semaksimal video pertama atau mungkin lebih buruk 
dari video pertama kan adik takut tuh kan Ya udahlah Adek  tes aja lah  
habis sudah itu adik misalnya kan itu memang jujur adiknya sampai 
berkali-kali ya tapi nggak tau juga Itu maksimal atau nggak tau juga 
tapi ya di mana-mana akan suatu percobaan pasti ada Result kayak gitu 
suatu percobaan pasti ada kesalahan di ujung pastinya ada manusia 
yang gak sempurna kan Apalagi dalam proses pasti ada kesalahan di 
ujung gitu Kan hasilnya gimana gimana gitu. Jujur Kak itu Bahasanya 
pertama asing bagi adik tapi alhamdulillah apa tadi gue coba tiga kali 
yaitu Alhamdulillah udah teringat semua kata-kata di Transkrip itu 
Jadi pas Adek ingat tuh pertama kek gagok Lupa Lupa Ingat itu 
kanTeks kedua Tuh kan Insya Allah Adik nggak payah lagi nggak 
ingat teksnya Adek langsung ikutin nativenya gitu kan  Adik juga 
ngomong walaupun gak perfect gimana gitu kan Terus yang ketiganya 
Alhamdulillah Maksudnya kita udah ditempel Insya Allah kayak gitu 
habis tuh Adik pun ada kata-kata yang Adik nggak tahu apa itu 
vocabya Jadi adik baru tahu di situ  contoh misalnya misalnya kata-
kata yang harus dibaca sambung itu kayak cloak off succeded in atau 
gimana gitu  Oh ini ternyata Oh thinking Adik nggak sadar kaya nggak 
 
 
 
  
 
terdengar nativenya dia cuma baca gitu aja jadi memang ini kaya 
wawasan barulah untuk adik  
            I : so the last question, in your opinion is self-made video a good 
medium to improve your pronunciation or not? 
 R : I think that is good made you for our pronunciation. 
I : so the lecture  should use this  medium or not? 
R  : Iya boleh sih cuman tergantung karena seorang guru itu harus 
mengetahui target peserta Didik juga  Karena kan setiap orang itu 
punya kemampuan yang berbeda-beda terkadang ada juga orang yang 
jenuh menggunakan 3 video itu aja kok itu itu aja sih terkadang 
memang ada orang pacu dia mau sendiri gitu Tapi kalau menurut Adek 
itu lebih efisien ya Karena gini ketika kita membuat suatu video itu 
dengan kita tahu nativenya ngomong apa  kita bisa tahu gimana 
kemampuan kita itu seperti apa gitu dan kita juga bisa tahu juga 
bagaimana kita bisa mempronounce suatu kata itu lain dari yang lain 
bagaimana orang luar itu layaknya berpronounce  di sini gurunya itu 
tidak mencantumkan kita harus buat video gitu tapi disini gurunya lah 
yang berperan dalam mengayomi Bagaimana mengajarkan pronouns 
itu yang baik dalam satu video atau dari situ pun kita juga indepanden 
itu juga lebih Confident kita lebih percaya diri  karena kan biasanya 
kan Kita ini seperti mahasiswa-mahasiswa baru  kalau misalkan maju 
di depan kelas itu pasti kita gugup gitu sampai sekarang pun adek 
dengan adanya video itu terkadang kita melatih kecakapan kita dalam 
berbicara kayak gitu kan kadang-kadang orang kan suka nggak gitu 
kan lebih kaya kaku atau apa gitu kan setidaknya dengan adanya video 
ini ini membantu sekali gitu ya competent dalam Berbicara itu harus 
kayak gimana gitu kan 
I  : oke thansk for ur answer. Wassalam 
 
 
Participant 2 : NR  
I  : Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh okay today I would 
like to interview my participant and her name is NR and the first 
question that I want to ask is are you familiar with English 
pronunciation? 
R : yes I am  familiar about that 
 
 
 
  
 
I  : what do you think about pronunciation in English? 
R  : pronunciation is we study about stress information when do you want 
to speak or speak the word or the sentences to be a good and to be 
same with the native speaker 
I :  so do you think pronunciation is important   in English or not? 
R  : yes it's important because when we need to listen something 
automatically we shouldt to know about the pronunciation if, Misalkan 
dalam kehidupan sehari-hari kita ngomongnya itu Misalkan a Book 
misalkan native speaker nya kan agak berbeda jadi kita harus 
mengikuti pronunciation seperti native speaker bilang agar 
memudahkan kita di saat kita listening nanti. 
I  : Do you know about the aspect on pronunciation? 
R  : yes I know about the intonation and stress in pronunciation 
I  : and then you know more about that 
R :  no 
I : what is the most difficult part in pronunciation? 
R : intonation i mean 
I ; why do you think intonation is most difficult in pronunciation? 
R  : because we don't know  when we high or under the word and if you 
want to know about that we should to listen that the speaker so if we 
doesn't listed about the native speaker automatically we doesn't know 
how to say the word  
I : next question number for what is your perception after you learn 
pronunciation and by using self-made video? 
R  : I think it's good four me because I improve  my speaking and then I 
can memorize in little bit more time before that say the word I sould to 
listen the speaker and then I can say the word in the right way. 
I ; so you got a good impact from self-made video right? 
R : Yes 
I : next is it enough for you to take self made video in 3 times and in this 
study I give you 3 weeks time to take Self-made video right? 
R  : right I think for me is enough because when I take the first self-made 
video I Feel nervous and then the word is not good when I say that 
word and when I take the second video I can improve before the word 
to be word nya itu saya bisa mengimprove lebih baik lagi dari 
sebelumnya 
 
 
 
  
 
I : The last question is in your opinion is that a good way to improve 
pronunciation or not? 
R  : I think it's good because we can listen what we say and then we can 
confident Ketika kita tag video video pertama tidak perfect tapi video 
kedua  kita bisa perbaiki dan  di saat kita ingin mengambil video ketika 
kita bisa mengimprove dari kesalahan pertama dan kedua menjadi 
perfect. 
I : jadi setuju gak dosen di UIN mengimplementasikan self-made video 
untuk kalian Tugas kalian itu untuk menciptakan video dari kalian 
sendiri daripada kalian harus di kelas ataupun kalian harus selalu 
presentasi di kelas? 
R  : i think use self-made video because kita bisa Confident sendiri kalau 
misalnya di kelas  banyak yang lihat dan kalaupun presentasi di depan 
kelas pun kita sering gugup di depan teman-teman dan juga dosen 
Ketika dilihat orang yang kita nggak bagus bakalan di cut dan 
diperbaiki langsung di depan kelas dengan adanya Self-made video 
Kita bisa belajar sendiri dan kita bisa mengulang ngulang membuat 
video untuk mengimprove pronunciation kita,  
I : thanks for you answers, wassalam 
 
 
Participan 3 : DA 
 
I. Assalamu‟alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh, today I am going to 
interview my participant, her name is Danila and the first question is are 
you familiar with English pronunciation? 
R. yes, I am really familiar with English pronunciation. 
I. what do you think about pronunciation? 
R. I think pronunciation is kind of hard, it is kind of art which has different 
accents, and to know about what other people is pronounce we have to 
more respect in pronunciation and it is kind of hard thing. 
I. so, based on you, pronunciation is important in English or not? 
 
 
 
  
 
R. It is very important, because with pronunciation, the other people can 
catch what we communicate in conversation and if we miss our 
pronunciation the other people can catch it. 
I. okay, it is misunderstanding? 
R. right. 
I. the second question is do you know about the aspect in pronunciation? 
R. as I know…I just know the aspect of pronunciation a little bit, such as like 
intonation, syllables, of course in pronunciation we also have to know 
grammar and about sound and I think that it. 
I.  what is the most difficult part in English pronunciation like you said 
before. 
R. I think the most difficult part is when we are want to make stress in 
pronunciation because with stress, it is gonna connected with the syllables 
that we want to use in the pronunciation and I am just read…some word in 
pronunciation because my stress and other people cannot caught what I 
ever said to them and other thing that I am afraid is grammar in speak so 
other people is misunderstanding what I speak to them. 
I. okay so stress is difficult part right because when you speak not you 
stressing I mean like…so the fourth question is what is your perception 
after you learn pronunciation by using self-made video in my study? 
R. my perception after learning pronunciation by self-made video, I think that 
is really work for me, I think it is really giving me knowledge and skill in 
improve my pronunciation may be that is not giving a great cycle or great 
impact in pronunciation but it is really work to my pronunciation so I 
know the new vocabulary of course and I really really know use stress is 
really hard and it is hard when you are speaking. 
I. okay, the audio recording from my study native speaker or so useful for 
you right? 
R. yes. 
 
 
 
  
 
I. and then, do you think self-made video is a good medium to improve 
pronunciation to student English department? 
R. yes, I think it is really good…it is really good to improve because in 
conversation with other people but we have to improve with recording 
video or recording or voices so we can really stand we can define what is 
pronuntiation that we use the stress what kind of stress that we have to 
take in conversation, and also you can do self-correction by yourself. 
I. the next question is do you think is it enough to improve your 
pronunciation just by take video in three time and in my study I give you 
three week to collect video in three time, is it enough? 
R. no 
I. no? 
R. I think it is not really enough because when we submit our video and we 
train to speak in English and we also train about our skill in speaking 
English, I think that really not enough, because we not really give a proper 
impact to improve our skills in English so may be it is…if it for you want 
to take for expirement yes it is enough, but for…for myself…for myself to 
have fluent in English that is not really enough because  I need to looking 
and watching more video watch more and making more video and have 
experience of myself, of course and I have to reading some books and 
know about grammar than I can implemented in conversation. 
I. okay, I know you are so busy to take my video, and of course like you say 
that to improve the pronunciation especially in speaking is not it needs a 
long time. 
R. yes 
I. not just sure one mouth two months is not work okay, and then now I want 
to ask you when you take the first video and then the second video and 
then the last video do you feel different what you record when you record 
the video do you fell different for the first time you take video or not? 
R. it is really different, it is really different, when I first time not really with 
that route and I have seen in the text that we are sometime just like a same 
 
 
 
  
 
word and it is hard for my tongue to pronounce that word so I think for the 
first video not really familiar and then when I train again and again and 
the second video I get really comfortable with that word and it is a little bit 
hard to memorize yes, and it is a little bit hard to memorize, so in the last 
video, well, I get really comfortable for that word and I love it. 
I. I can say it in your transcript the audio your recording, and then, and so 
improve pronunciation, and I do not know how to say that you do not have 
a really word in the last video. The last question is in your opinion is self-
made video a good medium to improve pronunciation or not? 
R. really good. 
I. really good? 
R.  yes, really good, why? Because through them improving pronunciation 
through them make video, yes, of course when we make video we have to 
show ourselves the best we have to show our perfect action in the video so 
we have to train, I was training ourselves always try to speak always try to 
read just to make video I think that is really really great because when we 
want to make video is just kind like I have to do thins I have to make it 
kind of perfect so this is an obligation for me to make it perfect. 
I. okay, it is also, what happen when you want to imitate, I mean like in my 
study, you imitate the native speaker and the topic is about the fable and 
the hard things is that I think is not interesting is not interest for student 
but when you want to imitate the native speaker like in the movie or sing a 
song that you love I mean like it have like a powerful to you to be like a 
native speaker right? 
R. yes, that is right, but when I imitate anything I mean when you love 
English so every kind of English you gonna love it so that is it from me, I 
think that not just like from fables or may be like fables outside but 
according to page that you have recently about the son I think that is really 
really excited for me, I am really interested. 
I. and I want to…the last question for me that you agree when the lecturer in 
English department you submit video in the class vocabulary and 
pronunciation? 
 
 
 
  
 
R.  I really agree I really agree because through the video people can tell their 
opinion too and when they tell the opinion of course it we all gonna 
arrange sentence and their English speaking too and also they can improve 
their vocabulary of course. 
I. and also they can take the video without just in the campus I mean like 
you just sit in the classroom you just take the video in the classroom, I 
mean it is so boread, I mean you can go to the beach you can go to 
something that take easy and feel good, right? 
R. yes, that is right. 
I. thank you so much for you answer, Assalamu‟alaikum warahmatullahi 
wabarakatuh. 
R. wa‟alaikumsalam. 
 
Participant 4 : AL 
Alwan 
I. Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh, jadi I would like to 
interview my participant, his name is Alwan, and the first question that I 
want to ask is are you familiar with English pronunciation? 
R. Well, actually I am bit just bit not much, what can I say? 
I. Not more know about pronunciation? 
R. Yes, I am just know it just like you know hear from someone, you know, 
just learn it from right now, the pronunciation skill. 
I. okay, what do you think about pronunciation in English? 
R. pronunciation in English was fun actually, is good, it is fine, it is fine after 
all, but in other case, you know, someone when you give some voice 
recorder that you must repeat after him well in pronunciation that a bit 
though for me. 
I. okay, do you think pronunciation in English important? 
R. yes, in some reason, yes, it is important. 
 
 
 
  
 
I. because when you are told with other people and the other people not give 
more clear is can make you misunderstanding about what he mean. 
R. yes it is, but when someone sometime from from from the public side 
when I see someone that taught about in English their pronunciation you 
know, they may be not good after all, even after, even for English people, 
but for some reason, they kind of good to explain what they want to say, 
that what I mean. 
I. so you understand about what they say? 
R. yes, yes I understand about what they say from what they show to me not 
what they say, more from what they show not what they say, yeah like 
that. 
I. okay, after that, do you know about the aspect in pronunciation? 
R. aspect in pronunciation, well… 
I. the element in pronunciation, I mean. 
R. hm…actually I am not much know about it after all. 
I. can you mention it what do you know? 
R. well in pronunciation it is more like, if from what I get it is like some clear 
voc…vocabulary or like or… 
I. pronunciation of course. 
R. yes, of course yes, and the…the meaning of words that you want to say. 
I. okay, and then. 
R. well… 
I. intonation is not? 
R. intonation well intonation was not much but not much you know not much 
affect for I think but sometime intonation was yes it is nice it is really can 
help someone for talk well pronunciation in English, yes. 
I. so just…so just like…so just enough for you, you know just it, like that? 
 
 
 
  
 
R. huh? 
I. so you know about the aspect of pronunciation just clean, and then the 
meaning of word… 
R. the meaning of word… 
I. intonation… 
R. intonation… 
I. and then? 
R. and vocabulary. 
I. that is all? 
R. yes, I guess that is all. 
I. okay, according for you, what is the most difficult part in English 
pronunciation? 
R. well, English pronunciation from what, from what I get you know, it is 
more of when use, when someone use some…some vocabulary that I 
not…not even heard it in public because. 
I. you never hear before about the word? 
R.  yes it is, yes, I never heard what it word, that is why it is kind of hard 
sometime when I hear the thing, yes. 
I.  okay, okay, so what is your perception after you learn pronunciation by 
self-made video? 
R. from myself all video, I see, let me see, from what I…from what I get 
yeah…at the first it was nicely tough you know, it…it is like much 
work…much work that ah…that much work that I can…that I do know 
what the mean of the word or how they… 
I. pronouncing? 
 
 
 
  
 
R. yeah, it is, sometime it is split it out, sometime bad but my transcription 
huh…it is good…it is good for someone that want…that who want 
impress their pronunciation and their vocabulary, for example… 
I. for you, for you, is it good for you when you learn pronunciation by self-
made video, you…what do you feel after you learn pronunciation in three 
times by self-made video? What do you got?  
R. well, from the thing what I got is I think that I when I see some 
vocabulary…some word that I do not know what the mean, well, that 
make me want to…to find what is that mean and I am…I…I really search 
it and then, I am more…I am more better in remembering about the 
mean…about the word. 
I. berarti dapat vocabulary baru lah? 
R. iya  
I. di dalam apa tu? Text itu dan juga cara bacanya tahu semuanya gak? 
R. huh? 
I. cara baca semuanya sebelum dengar si native itu? 
R. sebenarnya ngak. 
I. ngak, tapi pas dengar si native itu sudah tahu? 
R. itulah penambahan satu lagi. 
I. ya, berarti yang…berarti yang didaptnya itu impactnya good. 
R. ya, impactnya goodlah. 
I. ya, okay, yang ke lima, is it enough to improve your pronunciation just 
taking video in three times? And I give three weeks for you to take three 
time video, right? 
R. yes, it is. 
I. is it enough? 
 
 
 
  
 
R. well, actually it is enough but some reasons…what can I say? Well, just 
give me a minute, can you repeat again what is the question? 
I. okay, is it enough…is it enough to improve your pronunciation just take 
video in three times? and then I give you three weeks right? For take this 
video. 
R. well, at some…well, I guess it is really good at…that improve at my tone 
when I speak the tone of it and the more clearly about some word like 
some what that…I already know but I do not say it with nice intonation 
with some thing like that, well, that is improve me a bit. 
I. Okay, berarti cukup ngak waktu dalam tiga minggu itu tiga kali take 
video? Merasa terimprove ngak? Merasa dibetter ngak? 
R. ya sebenarnya merasa, merasa lebih baik gitu kan, merasa beberapa kata 
itu, contoh beberapa kata salah satunya emang yang emang aku agak 
sedikit susah membedakan antara immediately sama intermediate, agak 
susah, nah itu disitu karena itu aku dengar dari native dan dikasih sama 
bahan, nah disitu aku bisa lebih membedakan cara pembacaan dari 
intonasinya. 
I. berarti di video pertama video ke tiga, video pertama sama video ketiga itu 
merasa terimprove kan? 
R.  ya lebih terimprove ke intonasinya. 
I. in your opinion, is self-made video a good medium to improve your 
pronunciation? 
R. hm… 
I. good medium, I mean like media atau perantara kayak gitu or…or way to 
improve pronunciation. 
R. well, actually as about it, it is nice…it is nice not really good if you know 
what I mean if…what could I say….when someone should record 
himself…when someone re…some people does not like…does not like… 
I. to take video? 
 
 
 
  
 
R. to take their own video or something like that but sometime you more 
better if you try face to face them, that is more better. 
I. Okay, so you think face to face with other people can make you improve 
pronunciation?  
R. yes, but if you want to take video you know sometime…what can I 
say…someone like me, it is…they…they more better if you do not put 
camera in front of him. 
I. berarti gini semua orang itu punya cara yang berbeda-beda untuk 
mengimprove pronunciation mereka, ada beberapa orang yang dia 
mengimprovenya dengan melihat kaca, speak in front of the mirror, tapi 
ada juga orang yang ngak suka, dia lebih suka ke…bicara sendiri tanpa 
ada yang…suatu benda yang take dia kalau dia lagi ngerekam kalau dia 
lagi berbicara didepan kamera, jadi menurut Alwan video self-made video 
ini is not good medium? Or? 
R. sebenarnya kalau aku harus bilang ya sebenarnya ini termasuk media yang 
bagus sih, cuman kita lihat lagi ke persepsi orangnya pribadi karena 
beberapa orang ngak bakal cocok dia gitu…mungkin beberapa orang 
cocok dia kalau bicara sama diri sendiri karena secara pribadi aku juga 
sering bicara sama diri sendiri itu lebih bagus karena beberapa orang juga 
ngak suka lihat ke kaca beberapa suka dengan imajinasinya itu lebih 
bagus. 
I. oh ya ngerti, berarti kalau misalnya media ini diterapkan sama lecturer di 
UIN Ar-raniry setuju ngak? Atau kalian lebih suka presentasi daripada 
kalian dikasih video yang bisa kalian take dirumah dimana tempat-tempat 
yang kalian mau? Atau lebih suka kalian presentasi dikasih tugas 
presentasi kedepan? 
R. sebenarnya ya, kalau presentasi sama dikasih tugas terus kita disuruh 
kedepan gitu kan itu sebenarnya udah lumayan umum kayak gitu itu 
sebenarnya kayak di SMA itu makalah gitu tapi kalau misalnya kalau 
misalkan ada hal-hal baru kayak gini itu mungkin lebih bagus, cuman liat 
lagi, udah kayak aku bilang tadi kan, kembali lagi orangnya gitu. 
I. thanks Alwan, Assalamu‟alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakutuh. 
R. wa‟alaikumsalam. 
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